score was comprised by the declined matrix reasoning (MR, p = 0.038 (F = 4.34)), block 125 rs96501, affects PS domain, though in healthy subjects only. It can be concluded that both 131 genes (as paralogs) contribute to the cognitive scoring produced upon the implemented IQ 132 testing but in a cognitive domain-complementary manner, NTNG1 is responsible for the VC 133 and PS in human while NTNG2 for the WM and PO domain scores ( Figure 1C) . 134
The robust link observed between a single SNP and affected cognitive domain IQ 135 score (Figure 1) can be explained by some global dramatic perturbations caused by the 136 presence of a mutated allele and/or a functinal importance of its context-dependent 137 positioning on the gene (Figure 2A and 3A) . To determine a potential significance of the 138 SNP alleles' epistatic environment we compared the nucleotide (nu) sequence within the 139 immediate vicinity of a SNP allele positioning (50 nu upstream and downstream) in mice, 140 primates and modern human. We compared all 11 SNPs used for the IQ screening and plotted 141 the identity percent as a function of distance from the mutated allele position ( Figure 2B and 142 3B, see Supplementary Materials = SM). We found that the identity percent distribution 143 over the analysed areas of +50 nu is not uniform and displays a SNP allele position-centred 144 dramatic evolutionary changes pointing towards a potential functional significance of the 145 immediate vicinity of a SNP as short as +10 nu and not further, referred from here and 146 beyond as a Region Of Interest (ROI) for each specific SNP allele. We calculated the rates of 147 evolutionary changes for each ROI as a percent identity change over the lapsed mln yrs ofhuman paths, but differ dramatically at the marmoset-chimpanzee point (0.8 vs 0, 156 respectively). rs2274855 is the only NTNG2-nested SNP ROI which underwent an AE from 157 chimpanzee to human. Next we compared the DNA sequences of all 11 ROIs across mice, 158 primates and extinct hominins NTNG gene paralogs (see ST2 for the datasets sources used 159 for the genes reconstruction). T-allele of rs2218404 is detectable in marmoset and in mouse 160 its position corresponds to adenosine ( Figure 2D ). G-alelle (associated with a higher VC 161 score comparing to the human T-allele carriers) is found in Mesolithic hunter Loschbour 162 (8,000 BC) but not in another ancient hunter Motala12 and is also present in other two 163 hominins belonging to the Neolithic period, Iceman and Eskimos (5,300 and 4,000 yrs BC, 164 respectively). rs628117 is the only NTNG1-related mutation near vicinity of which (+50 nu) 165 is located an intra-hominins (Es, Ice, Lo) mutation ( Figure 2B , low left). The next, PS-166 affecting, ROI of rs96501 displays an intricate path of T-allele evolution (associated with a 167 higher PS score) being anciently conserved from mice to primates but later substituted on the 168 less efficient (in terms of the generated IQ scores) C allele in Neanderthals, later again 169 replaced by the T allele in Mesolithic hunters and coming back during the Neolithic times 170 ( Figure 2D ). The first NTNG2 SNP rs1105684 is located at the beginning of the gene and 171 affects WM in healthy human subjects ( Figure 3A) . The origin of the T-allele is evolutionary 172 bound to marmoset since its position in mice is occupied by another pyrimidine base C 173 ( Figure 3D) . Next on the gene are two SNP alleles for rs7851893 and rs3824574 which do 174 not affect IQ and similarly to rs1105684 are surrounded by highly conserved ROIs not only 175 in hominins and chimpansee (100% identity) but also in marmoset (except 1 mutation for 176 rs7851893). rs2149171 ROI (affecting the WM and PO scores) similarly to rs3824574 isregulatory functions, e.g. mRNA splicing, affecting downstream located pivotally functional 230 NTNG elements such as Ukd-domain encoding exons 6 and 7 or a unique Netrin-Gs trait -231 GPI-link. Alternatively, or simultaneously, the NTNG SNP alleles may be embedded into an 232 epistatic network of other genes influencing human cognitive traits (Hemani et al., 2014) . 233
However since it is usual for a SNP effect to be estimated using an additive model (assuming 234 either independent and cumulative single contribution) to the mean of a trait with the small previously published SCZ-associated SNPs were tested for their effect on IQ performance of 247 human subjects and 5 of them were found to be associated with attenuated IQ cognitive 248 endophenotypes ( Figure 1B-1 and B-2) . ROIs of 3 of them (rs2218404, rs1373336 and 249 rs2274855) underwent an AE from chimpanzee to human when compared to New World 250 monkeys to apes (marmoset-chimpanzee) path (Figure 2C and 3C) . Two of them affect IQ in 251 humans (rs2218404 -VC and rs2274855 -WM, Figure 1B-1 To understand evolutionary forces driving the emergence of cognitive endophenotype-259 associated alleles we have deduced a set of rules outlined as follows. 1. An alternative 260 (mutated) allele evolutionary appearance coincides with the lack of any other mutations 261 within ROI (a conserved island rule); 2. positioning of the future mutation often represents a 262 turning point of dramatic changes of an allele ROI (e.g. as seen in marmoset: rs2218404 (50-263 90%), rs628117 (30-80%), rs96501 (100-40%)); 3. an AE of ROI often precedes the 264 emergence of a mutation allele (e.g. rs2218404: chimpanzee to human (k = 1.59), appearance 265 of "G" in Loschbour; rs628117: marmoset to chimpanzee (k = 1.10), appearance of "T" in 266 AltaiNea; rs96501: marmoset to chimpanzee (k = 0.83), appearance of "C" in AltaiNea; 267 rs2274855: chimpanzee to human (k = 0.79), appearance of "A" in Motala12; 4. low identity 268 percent (equivalent to subsequent substantial evolutionary changes) among the evolutionary 269 species within the allele surrounding proximity of as long as +50 nu is not sufficient for the 270 future mutated allele significance as a cognitive endophenotype determinant (as deduced by 271 the IQ score) as seen for the rs1373336, rs1444042, rs4915045 and rs7851893 (none of them 272 are IQ-affecting, though associated with SCZ, despite showing (very) low identity in mice). 273
Rather some dramatic changes within the allele's immediate proximity of +10 nu (defined as 274 a ROI) preceded or followed by more stringently conserved DNA are necessary (the 275 conserved island perturbation rule). Currently we are unable to state that the IQ-associated 276 alleles ROIs are regulatory loci and an important source of evolutionary innovation 277 (Rubinstein and de Souza, 2013) but they may be the smallest functional blocks of a strong 278 positive selection exerts its action upon similarly to the 20-30 nu clusters of strongly 279 . CC-BY 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/034413 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Dec. 17, 2015;  conserved non-coding elements (CNEs), transcription factor binding sites ( used to live in is thought to be associated with the onset of cognitive fluidity involving the 292 capacity to draw analogies (early paintings), to combine concepts (making tools) and to adapt 293 ideas for new contexts (Gabora and Russon, 2011). Wynn and Coolidge believe that 294 evolution of WM was central to the evolution of human cognitive traits consisted from few 295 genetic mutations that led to "enhanced WM" 200,000-40,000 BC (Balter, 2010). Our work 296 partially supports this idea showing the perseverance of higher WM score-associated alleles 297
across the hominins such as T of rs1105684 and G of rs2274855 ( Figure 3D ) but a Neolithic 298 appearance of rs2149171 T in Iceman previously found only in mice genome supporting the 299 conclusion made by Crabtree (2013) that modern humans as species "are surprisingly 300 intellectually fragile and perhaps reached a peak 2,000-6,000 years ago". Mesolithic period 301 has been always considered as a key gate for the evolution of human languages (Haak et al., 302 2015) with our data showing that rs2218404 G-allele associated with a higher VC score 303 (Figure 1B-1) emerges for the first time in the Loschbour hunter NTNG1 gene ( Figure 3D) . 304 . CC-BY 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/034413 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Dec. 17, 2015;  VC as a part of abstract symbol usage is associated with the global network efficiency (as a 305 on our own data we may also speculate that the extinct hominins may have had a lower VC 312 comparing to us, and consequently, Neanderthals were unlikely able for a semantic 313 communication due to a global network inefficiency VC is associated with; they have had 314 similar to us PS (if they had lived beyond the Mesolithic period), and were likely to have had 315 identical to modern human WM, corroborating the advanced evolutionary nature of this 316 important human cognitive domain of a limited capacity and associated with intelligence. 317
318

CONCLUSION 319
Evolution of a novel function relies on enhanced genetic robustness through functional 320 redundancy potentially provided by a gene duplication event. Further evolutionary outcome 321 depends on the substrate availability (undergoing its own evolution) upon which the novel 322 function(s) exerts its action. Nature does not create but tinkers to perfection provided to it 323 material exploring available evolutionary tools. Half a billion years ago a gene duplication 324 event had provided a plethora of such substrate thus converting the evolution itself into a 325 "Creator" of new functions. Here we have described how a pair of twin genes got themselves 326 involved into the human cognitive functioning believed to be emerged in a primordial state in 327 primitive vertebrates prior to the first recorded gene duplication. Subsequent process of the 328 function specialisation made NTNG paralogs to subfunctionalise into distinct cognitive 329 . CC-BY 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/034413 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Dec. 17, 2015;  domains in a complementary manner (Prosselkov et al., in press). 330 331 . CC-BY 4.0 International license not peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/034413 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Dec. 17, 2015;
MATERIALS AND METHODS 331
Ethics statement. This study was performed in accordance with the World Medical 332
Association's Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Osaka University Research Ethics 333
Committee. A written informed consent was obtained from all subjects after the procedures 334 had been fully explained.
SNPs selection, genotyping, and genomic sequencing. This study was designed to examine 356 the association of SCZ patients cognitive performance (through WAIS-III implementation, 357
Wechsler, 1958) with NTNG genes. Venous blood was collected from the subjects. Genomic 358 DNA was extracted from the whole blood using standard procedures. The SNPs ( 
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